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MATHEMATICAL INQUIRY: PART 1 
AXIOMS, DEFINITIONS, AND LOGICAL CONSEQUENCES 

Madhav Kaushish, K.P. Mohanan, & Tara Mohanan 

What is Mathematics, Really?  
If you are not a professional mathematician, chances are that you have never really engaged in actual 
mathematics. You have probably done a bunch of mathematical calculations, some application problems, 
and maybe written proofs which are slight variations of textbook proofs. This is only a small part of the 
work mathematicians do.  

Broadly speaking, mathematics is of two types: pure and applied. This reading will focus on the former. 

You can break up pure mathematical research into two parts: (i) Problem Solving within a Theory, and 
(ii) Theory Construction. To understand this, we need to have clarity on what a Mathematical Theory is. 
To do so, let us take an example you have already seen – the Maternal Grandmother example. To recap, 
we are trying to refute the claim that “No one can be five years old when their (biological) maternal 
grandmother is born.” (Refute = prove to be not-true.)  

How did we do that? We defined ‘mother’ and ‘grandmother’, set up some rules of birth, and then we 
wrote a proof using those rules and definitions. You can look back to LT4, Reading B to see this in more 
detail. This is an example of a mathematical theory – a mathematical theory consists of definitions, 
axioms (equivalent to the rules we set up), and theorems (for instance, the theorem that there cannot be 
biological maternal grandmothers younger than their grandchildren). Theorems are the logical 
consequences of the axioms and definitions of a theory.  

Problem solving within a theory is of different types. In applied mathematics, it means using existing 
theorems to solve problems outside of mathematics, like using geometry to calculate the number of tiles 
needed to tile a room, or using arithmetic to calculate what we need to pay for the vegetable and fruit we 
have bought. On a more creative challenging side, it can also mean modeling a scientific theory so that we 
can calculate quantitative predictions. The use of geometry and calculus to model Newton’s theory of 
gravity and motion would be a telling example of applied mathematics.  

In pure mathematics, problem solving means coming up with conjectures (guesses) and proving them 
from the axioms and definitions of a given theory. Since coming up with conjectures and proving them is 
part of theory construction, problem solving of this type is also part of theory construction. But theory 
construction involves not only coming up with conjectures and proving them to develop an existing 
theory further, but also coming up with axioms and definitions to create new theories. The grandmother 
theory that we created in LT4 Reading B would be a rudimentary example of such a theory, though it is 
not an example of a mathematical theory.  
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In sum, the inquiry abilities which come under pure mathematics are: 

1. Problem Solving within a Theory 
a. Finding Patterns 
b. Stating those Patterns as Conjectures 
c. Proving those Conjectures from the Axioms, Definitions and existing Theorems of the 

Theory 
d. Evaluating Proofs 
e. Generalizing and Extending Theorems 

2. Theory Construction 
a. Defining objects 
b. Creating classificatory systems 
c. Creating representations for objects 
d. Unearthing axioms and definitions 
e. Putting together axioms and definitions as a coherent theory  
f. Finding Patterns 
g. Stating those Patterns as Conjectures 
h. Proving those Conjectures from the Axioms, Definitions and existing Theorems of the 

Theory 
i. Evaluating Proofs 
j. Generalizing and Extending Theorems 

As you can see, (f)-(j) come under problem solving too; all the problem solving abilities of pure math are 
needed for theory construction as well. 

The following activities, involving PARALLEL LINES, will attempt to give you an insight into some of the 
aspects of Mathematical Inquiry. The discussion is structured as follows:  

 Negotiating Clarity and Precision 
 Evaluating Definitions 
 Defining Perpendicular 
 Parallel lines on Spherical Surfaces 
 Summary 
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PARALLEL LINES 
 

Here is a dialogue between a student and a teacher: 

Negotiating Clarity and Precision  
T: What are parallel lines? 

S: They are lines which do not meet. 

T: Are these lines parallel? 

 
S: No. They don’t meet. But they are not lines, they are segments. Lines go on forever. So these are not 

parallel lines. 

T: So are you saying segments cannot be parallel. Are the two segments below parallel? 

     
S: Yes, they are. Oh, I see the problem! Two segments can also be parallel. How about if we say that 2 

lines or segments are parallel if they do not meet even when extended? 
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T: Okay. How about the following? Are they parallel lines? 

 
S: No, they are curves, not lines. So they cannot be parallel lines. 

T: I’m guessing that when you say ‘line’, you mean a straight path, and when you say ‘curve’, you mean 
a non-straight path. Is that right? 

S: Yes. 

T: The words are a little confusing. We commonly use the term ‘line’ to refer not only to straight lines 
but also to curved lines. Why don’t we use that terminology here?  

  
S: So what is a line then?  

T:  Good question. Let us define a line as: 

   A line is something you can trace with your finger without lifting the finger.  

 It could be finite or infinite. Some textbooks refer to finite lines as line segments, and infinite lines 
simply as lines. 

S:  Does that mean that when you ask what parallel lines are, you want us to include non-straight lines? 

T:  Whether or not you want to include both straight and non-straight lines is your decision. Your choice 
will make a difference to how you define parallel lines. Remember that we would like the definition 
to be as general as possible. So, if you can come up with a definition which covers both straight and 
non-straight lines and leads to interesting theorems, then you should do that. If you think 
concentrating on straight lines is better, go ahead and do that.  

S:  Is this a line, or is it two lines? 

 

 

T: Well, given our definition that a line is something you can trace with your finger without lifting it, it 
would follow that this is a line.  

S: Should we include all these when we define parallel lines?  
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T: In order to make that decision, we need to put down some common alternative definitions of parallel 
lines. We are, of course, assuming that this is in the context of two-dimensional geometry, so the lines 
are on the same plane. Here are the definitions: 

 Definition 1: Two lines are parallel if they do not meet. 

 Definition 1’: Two lines are parallel if they do not meet when extended. 

 Definition 2: Two lines are parallel if there exists a third line that is perpendicular to both. 

 Definition 3: Two lines are parallel if they are equidistant. 

[Note: You might be puzzled by the notation of 1 and 1’ (called “one prime”) above. By convention, 1’ is 
a modified version of 1.] 

Evaluating Definitions  
S: How do we evaluate these definitions? 

T: Notice that Definition 1 is useless given the scenario we already put forward above. By Definition 1, 
any two paths would be parallel as long as they don’t share a point in common. If we choose this 
definition, then the statement “Any two finite lines that do not share a point in common are parallel 
lines” would be a theorem.  

S: But that would be a silly theorem. So let us not use definition 1. What about Definition 1’? Two lines 
are parallel if they do not meet when extended. 

T: To evaluate definition 1’, we have to define ‘extend’. What does it mean to extend a non-straight 
line? See the following. How would we extend it? 

 
S: Hmm, that is not going to be easy. But what if we add a condition to definition 1’, and say: 

 Definition 1”: Two lines are parallel if and only if  
   (a) they are both straight lines, and  
   (b) they do not meet when extended in either direction.  

T: Excellent. This definition might work.  

S: What about definition 2? Two lines are parallel if there exists a third line that is perpendicular to both.  

T: Let’s try using that definition. Here are two lines A and B, and there is another line C that is 
perpendicular to both. Are A and B parallel lines? .  
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S: Yes.  

T: What if lines A and B are circles, and there is a line C going through the center?  

        B 

 A                
               C 

 

S: But is C perpendicular to the circles?  

T: You tell me. What do we mean by ‘perpendicular’? When is a line perpendicular to another?  

S: I don’t know.  

T: But suppose you accept that a straight line drawn through the center of a circle is perpendicular to the 
circle. It would then follow that any straight line drawn through the center of any two circles would 
be perpendicular to both circles, right?  

S: Yes. 

T: If so, given that it is always possible to draw a straight line through the center of any two circles, it 
would follow from our definitions that any two cirlces are parallel lines.  

S: That would also be a silly theorem. It doesn’t tell us anything interesting. What if we modify 
definition 2 as definition 2’:  

 Definition 2’:  Two lines are parallel lines if and only if  
   (a) they are straight lines, and  
   (b) it is possible to have another straight line perpendicular to both.  

T: That definition would eliminate the theorem that any two circles are parallel lines.   

S: What about definition 3? Two lines are parallel if and only if they are equidistant.  

T:  Okay, let us look at that one. To evaluate the statement that two lines are parallel if they are 
equidistant, we have to define the concept of ‘equidistant’. But let us sidestep that for now, and 
assume that the meaning of ‘equidistant’ is obvious. Now let me ask you: If two concentric circles are 
equidistant, say, circles A and B here: 

 A B 

 

 Are these lines equidistant? 

S: Yes.  
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T: If they are equidistant, then by definition 3, it would follow that these two lines are parallel, right? 

S: (thinks) Yes, that would follow logically. Concentric circles are equidistant. Any two lines that are 
equidistant are parallel, so concentric circles are parallel. 

T: That means that we have a theorem: “Any two concentric circles are parallel lines.”  

S: Okay, what if we revise definition 3 as well: 

 Definition 3’: Two lines are parallel if and only if  
   (a) they are both straight lines, and  
   (b) they are equidistant.  

T: Okay, that would eliminate the concentric circles theorem too.  

 So we are now left with three definitions.  

 Definition 1’’: Two lines are parallel if and only if  
   (a) they are both straight lines, and  
   (b) they do not meet when extended in either direction. 

 Definition 2’: Two lines are parallel if and only if  
   (a) they are both straight lines and  
   (b) it is possible to have another straight line that is perpendicular to both. 

 Definition 3’: Two lines are parallel if and only if  
   (a) they are both straight lines, and  
   (b) they are equidistant.  

Notice that all of them yield the same set of theorems. So they are equivalent definitions. 

Notice that when we didn’t distinguish between straight and curved lines in defining parallel lines, the 
three definitions gave us three different consequences. However, once we restricted the concept of 
parallel lines to straight lines, we found that the three definitions have the same logical consequences, and 
are therefore equivalent. 

Defining Perpendicular 
S:  Can we go back to the concept of ‘perpendicular’? How is the line connecting the centers 

perpendicular to the circle? What does it mean for a straight line to be perpendicular to a circle? 

T: Good point. In order to understand this definition, we need to understand what it means for two lines 
to be perpendicular. To start off with, what does it mean for two straight lines to be perpendicular? 

S: They are perpendicular if there is a 90-degree angle between them. 

T: How will you find out if the angle between two lines is 90 degrees?  

S: We can measure the angle using a protractor.  

T: Will you be able to tell whether the angle is 89.99999 degrees or 90 degrees exactly?  

S: No, protractor measurement is never that precise.  

T: That means you cannot use protractors to tell whether two lines are perpendicular or not.  

S: Hm, I hadn’t thought of that.  
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T: Even if an infinitely precise protractor were available, you won’t be able to measure the angle 
between lines.  

S: What do you mean? Why not?  

T: Think about it. Do lines have width in Euclidean geometry?  

S: No, lines have length, but no width. They have zero width.  

T: Can you draw a line with zero width on a piece of paper? 

S: (Thinks) I guess not. No matter how sharp a pencil, it will have some width.  

T: Can you see a line if it has zero width? 

S: (Thinks) I guess not. Such lines will be invisible.  

T: How will you measure the angle between two invisible lines?  

S: Oh, I see now. That means we cannot talk about perpendicular in terms of degrees. How do we define 
perpendicular then?  

T: How about this? Two lines are perpendicular if and only if they are at right angles to each other.  

S: But what is a right angle, then? How would you define a right angle without referring to protractor 
measurement?  

T:  Try this. In your mind, take a straight line AB. Rotate it at point B until point A comes back to its 
original position. What is the angle of rotation that the line has completed?  

S: 360 degrees. But that doesn’t make sense since we can’t measure angles in terms of degrees.  

T: Can you give the answer in terms of right angles? 

S: (Thinks) Four right angles?  

T: Excellent. Can you define a right angle now? 

S: Oh, a right angle is one fourth of a full rotation of a line.  

T: Let us try another one. Suppose line AB is standing on line CD, such that B is a point on CD. When 
would angle CBA be a right angle? 

S: (Thinks) When CBA and ABD are congruent. When the angles are equal. 

T: Excellent. We now have two definitions of right angle, and neither of them appeals to measurement.  

S: What happens if the line is curved? 

T: It might be worth exploring parallelness of curved lines more carefully. However, for now, let us stick 
to straight lines. Before we move on, as an interesting aside, notice that our definition of 
perpendicular allows for line A to be perpendicular to line B while line B isn’t perpendicular to line 
A. But intuitively, for straight lines, it seems obvious that if line A is perpendicular to line B, then 
line B must be perpendicular to line A. Can you come up with a proof for that? 

Parallel lines on Spherical Surfaces  
T:  So far we have been looking at parallel lines on flat surfaces. Let us move from flat surfaces to curved 

surfaces, specifically spheres. What do you think parallel lines on spheres would look like? Think 
about the globe models of the Earth you may have seen. 
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S: Well, latitudes look like they are parallel. They are equidistant from each other. They also do not 
meet and I think any longitude would be perpendicular to them by our definition. 

T: But are latitudes straight lines?  
S: No, they are circles. 
T: They might be circles, but are they also straight lines? 
S: How can a circle be a straight line? 
T: What is a straight line? 
S: What we learnt in class was that a straight line is the shortest path between two points. 
T: Imagine a model of the globe, and a string. Pick any two points on a latitude line close to a Pole 

(either North or South). In your mind, stretch the string from one point to the other. Make sure it is 
tightly stretched so that it gets as short as it can be. Does the string stretch along the latitude line?  

S: I’m finding it hard to visualize this. 
T: Try harder. And if you still can’t do it in your mind, use the globe sitting on the back shelf. 
S: [Picks up the globe in the class and follows the Teacher’s instructions.] No, the string doesn’t lie on 

the latitude line. 
T: Now try the same on a latitude line close to the Equator. Does the string stretch along the latitude? 
S: [Tries out the activity.] Almost, but not exactly. 
T: How about if you do the same thing along the Equator? 
S: Now the string lies perfectly along the Equator line. 
T: So given our definition, the Equator is a straight line, but not the other latitudes, right? Now try two 

points on a longitude. Does the string stretch along the longitude line? 
S: Yes. 
T: How about the other longitudes? 
S: The string lies along the longitude line in every case. 
T: So all longitudes, and the Equator, are shortest paths. They are all straight lines.  
S: Wow! I hadn't thought of that. 
T: Now let us try our definitions of parallel lines on a spherical surface. Take definition 1’’: Two lines 

are parallel if and only if (a) they are both straight lines, and (b) do not meet when extended. Take 
any two straight lines on the spherical surface, longitudes or equator. Can you pick two of them such 
that they will not meet when extended? 

S: (Thinks) No, I don’t think so.  
T: That means that we have a theorem that says there cannot be parallel lines on a spherical surface.  
S: Wow!  
T: Take definition 3’: Two lines are parallel if and only if (a) they are both straight lines and (c) they are 

equidistant. Can you pick any two straight lines on a spherical surface such that they are equidistant? 
S: (Thinks) No. 
T: That means that from this definition too, we have a theorem that says that there are no parallel lines 

on a spherical surface.  
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S: So these two definitions are equivalent for spherical surfaces too.  
T: Yes. 
S: What about definition 2’: Two lines are parallel if and only if (a) they are both straight lines and (b) it 

is possible to have a straight line perpendicular to both. 
T: Take two longitudes and the equator. They are all straight lines, right?  
S: Yes. 
T: And the equator is perpendicular to both those longitudes?  
S: Yes.  
T: So what is the conclusion that follows from definition 2’? Are all longitudes parallel to one another?  
S: Yes. So definitions 1’’ and 3’ are equivalent. But 2’ is not equivalent to them, as it yields a 

completely opposite theorem!  
T: Exactly. So here is the moral of the story. Whether or not a statement is true in mathematics depends 

on which axioms and definition we adopt. Under one set of axioms and definitions, a statement may 
be true, but under another set, the same statement can be false.  

S: Wow! I hadn’t thought of that.  

Summary  
We began this exploration with the remark that most of what is taught as ‘mathematics’ in schools and 
colleges does not represent real mathematics. By real mathematics we mean what mathematicians actually 
do, the way they think. Most school-college math is about remembering equations and formulae, applying 
them to textbook problems of a relatively mechanical sort, and making high-speed calculations, often 
involving numerical quantities and measurements. In our exploration of parallel lines above, we had no 
equations or formulae, no application to mechanical problems, no calculation, and no numerical quantities 
and measurements. What did we do then?  

We began with the concept of parallel lines, and raised the question, “What are parallel lines?” This 
question asks for conceptual clarification. We met this challenge by trying to define parallel lines. Many 
of our attempts at defining turned out to be inadequate, but after some trial and error, we came up with 
three definitions which were equally good. Furthermore, they gave the same results for the geometry of 
flat surfaces.  

But when we extended these definitions to the geometry of spherical surfaces, we found that the 
consequences of definitions diverged. Two of them resulted in the theorem that parallel lines do not exist 
in spherical geometry, and the third resulted in the theorem that parallel lines do exist in spherical 
geometry. In flat surface geometry, no straight line can meet itself, but in spherical geometry every 
straight line meets itself. This is a difference in the axioms that result in these two kinds of geometries. 
Thus, we discovered that the truth of a theorem in mathematics depends on the axioms and definitions 
we choose in a theory.    

In this reading, we had a brief experience of constructing and evaluating definitions, and guessing their 
logical consequences (conjectures). We did not proceed to construct and evaluate proofs for these 
conjectures. In ‘Mathematical Inquiry: Part 2’, we will explore in greater depth the art and craft of 
proving conjectures.  

The thinking journey that we have taken in this reading is an example of theory construction in 
mathematics, one of the important kinds of activities that professional mathematicians engage in.  


